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The Ex Husbands Revenge Chapter 2949-“Mister Wolf, ignore me. I’m old and I don’t 
care if I die. Don’t waste your time and energy on saving me. It’s a rare opportunity. Use 
the Potential Energy and kill the Southern Boss to avenge US,” Arthur shouted through 
the pain in his chest. 

He saw Leon fighting the Southern Boss and the Demon Lord before and knew that 
Leon was in the Advanced Almighty State. 

Both the Southern Boss and the Western Boss were in the Peak Almighty State, making 
them more powerful than Leon. 

If they fought, Leon would not stand a chance. 

Thankfully, Leon had a trump card, which was the Potential Energy Forces he 
possessed. 

Arthur knew that it was a wide-range attack that could destroy everything in its path. 

Since the Southern Boss and his allies stood on the opposite side, this was the perfect 
opportunity for Leon to use the Potential Energy Force. 

So long as he used the Potential Energy Force, he would injure the Southern Boss and 
the Western Boss even if he failed to finish them off. 

This would help the Thompsons to victory. 

However, the Potential Energy Force was indiscriminative and once Leon used it, Arthur 
himself would perish as well. 

Still, he did not mind. 

So long as Leon could kill or injure the Southern Boss and the Western Boss to lead the 
Thompsons to victory, it was worth sacrificing his life for. 

“Oh, no!” The Southern Boss paled and backed away, hiding behind Arthur. 

If Leon dared to use the Potential Energy Forces, he could use Arthur as a shield while 
he escaped. 

“What are Potential Energy Forces?” Contrary to how nervous the Southern Boss was, 
the Western Boss never saw the Potential Energy Forces and did not know how 
powerful they were. 



Hence, he was confused when Arthur told Leon to use the Potential Energy Forces. 

“Mister Wolf, use the Potential Energy Force now. There’s not enough time. “ 

Seeing as Leon did not act, Arthur urged. 

“Elder Thompson, I understand your concern, but I’ve already used up all the Potential 
Energy Forces. Besides, that won’t be necessary,” Leon said. 

Though all three of his Potential Energy Forces were used up, his overall strength 
reached the Semi-Saint state. 

Therefore, defeating the Southern Boss and the Western Boss would not be difficult. 

However, the Southern Boss was holding Arthur hostage and so Leon dared not to act 
at the moment. 

Once he exchanged hostages with the Western Boss and rescued m Arthur, he yould 
have all the time he. 

wanted to deal with the Southern Boss and the Western Boss. 

“What?” All the Thompsons, including Arthur and Angus, were shocked. 

They all stayed behind to face the Southern Boss and the Western Boss mainly 
begguse they were waiting for Leon to come and take them down with the Potential 
Energy Forces. 

To their bewilderment, Leon ran out of Potential Energy Forces. 

Without them, Leon would not stand a chance against the Southern Boss and the 
Western Boss Who were already in the Peak Almighty State, not to mention helping the 
Thompsons win. 

Instantly, their hearts sank with despair. 

 

The Ex Husbands Revenge Chapter 2950-“Great! Leon, I knew you ran out of Potential 
Energy Forces! I was right!’ Contrary to the Thompsons’ despair, Southern Boss burst 
out laughing in excitement. 

Though he guessed that Leon ran out of Potential Energy Forces, it was merely a 
theory and he could not be sure of it. 

Upon hearing Leon admit to it, he was relieved. 



Naturally, he considered the possibility of Leon lying to get his guard down, but that 
seemed unlikely. 

After his fight with Leon and the Thompsons, he learned that Leon was resourceful, but 
not all that strong as he was only in the Advanced Almighty state. 

This meant that he was weaker than the Southern Boss and the Western Boss, who 
were in the Peak Almighty State. 

With the casualty the Thompsons suffered, Leon and the Thompsons were at a 
disadvantage. 

If Leon had the Potential Energy Forces, he would have used it on the Southern Boss 
and the Western Boss because this was the only way for Leon to turn the tides. 

However, Leon had not done so despite having the opportunity, which indicated that he 
truly ran out of the Potential Energy Forces. 

“Southern Boss, what are you laughing at? Hand Arthur over so I can exchange 
hostages with Leon!” the Western Boss said with displeasure. 

He did not know what Potential Energy Forces were and could not understand the 
conversation between Leon and the Southern Boss. 

The only thing he knew was that his son, Felton, was still at the mercy of Leon. 

At the moment, he desperately wished to get his son back by returning Arthur to Leon. 

Yet, the Southern Boss refused to hand Arthur over and this displeased him. 

“Western Boss, don’t panic. Leon is cunning and possesses some poisoned daggers 
that kill upon contact. If you go over there, you may fall for his tricks…” 

The Southern Boss’s smile faded and he lowered his voice. 

Now that he knew Leon had run out of Potential Energy Forces, he was no longer 
concerned and saw no reason why he had to provoke the Western Boss over this 
matter. 

However, Leon was resourceful and had other tricks up his sleeves apart from the 
Potential Energy Forces.”What? Is that so?” The Western Boss was shocked. 

To be safe, he reminded the Western Boss of it to prevent the Westerh” 

Bosp froth losing to Leon. 



He then recalled the daggers Leon sent flying earlier and realized that those were 
poisoned. 

“How about this? I know Leon better. 

I will be the one to exchange o M hostages with him. Khar d be safer…” 

the Southern Boss suggested, his eyes glinting with a cunning look. 

It seemed perfect that the Southern Boss was willing to take the risk and he had ho 
reason to refuse it. 

“Well… Sure. But you have to ensure that Felton is safe!” the Western Boss said 
thoughtfully. 

Upon learning that Leon possessed deadly poisonous daggers, he felt weary. 

 


